March 2, 2015
James Schmidt, Owner
Timer Digest
JimYou likely realize that the hacker switched identities on the Timer Digest annual
calculation last time, to give Howard my 3 point lead. To find the specific point, just print
out the inputs and see where 3 & 6 month inputs are inconsistent with the 12-month.
This hacker is in the background in your computer, as he is nearly every computer in
the country including those in use by law enforcement. As Pat Peterson, Security Chief
at Cisco, explained in a Financial Times interview 5 years ago. He operates one of the
largest botnets, a network of slave computers, whose owners remain unaware. Over
time he has bored deeper into the background to remain undetectable by all internet
security programs. He got in initially disguised as a Microsoft “security update” complete
with the Microsoft digital signature.
He sends himself updates from the entire botnet, camouflaged as a slew of legitimate
diverted programs including: time clock, antivirus updates, Microsoft updates, adobe update,
games, you name it. He then can sort these massive inputs through Google’s keyword
technology. Other than his personal vendetta with me, he is looking for undeclared
money to phish for the password and wire out the funds to Russia. Reporting the theft of
undeclared funds is self-incriminating, so he gets away every time.
He was not happy that he failed to cover all his tracks, much less that I pointed out his
shortcomings, the next day he took over off-line only my laptop, I believe this is #75,
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less than a year old… with the firewall shut tight, and Deep Freeze as a back-up. He
penetrates security through Bluetooth, takes over the permissions, and added a
separate log-in for himself as “Trustedinstaller”, while blocking mine. Meanwhile, a “twin
file” prevents Deep Freeze from working properly….this “twinning” is another of his
usual tricks. Each I enter the Deep Freeze password, the computer boots up, so that I
cannot make any changes. He doesn’t even need to know the password!
On another new replacement laptop this month, intended to replace the hacked, he
corrupted the i-tunes to become garbled, with an i-tunes helper knowing that I intend to
learn Mandarin Chinese, and have already purchased the 3-level Pimsleur audio
course. There were 5 programs pinned to the start-up menu, all of them malicious…one
makes the cursor move around the page after a slight pause to make writing text very
difficult.
By stealing my performance this hacker has kept me in poverty, blocked access to the
internet over 8 years, including killing over 75 computers. I run my business out of the
Public Library in addition I pay for internet time by the minute. I have not heard back
from your and I would like to know what steps you have taken to secure the integrity of
your data.

Eduardo Mirahyes
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